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Exact entrainment.

Example of patient meeting all 3 criteria.

Successful ablation at site has all 3 criteria A, Intracardiac recording during entrainment demonstrating all 3 criteria.
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Mapping of Ventricular Tachycardia Post MI for Critical Sites

1. Hemodynamically stable VT that can be mapped is about 1/3 to 1/2 of the VT.
2. Entrainment mapping during VT
3. Pacemapping during SR
4. Voltage Map during SR between 0.5-1.5 mVolt
5. Potential map for LP during SR
6. DEEP (Delayed Evoked Potentials) mapping
Ablation Strategy for Ventricular Tachycardia Post MI

1. During VT guided with activation mapping and entrainment.
2. If unstable VT or multiples or stable VT depending on operator preference:
   a. Pace mapping during SR
   b. Substrate mapping/ modification utilizing Voltage Map between 0.5-1.5 mVolt or late potentials, DEEP (Delayed Evoked Potentials) mapping
   c. Linear ablation could be considered substrate modification
3. Using irrigated tip RF ablation catheter 30-50 watts with temperature limit of 50 C.
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Misconception

1. Reentry is determined by a fixed substrate at the scar
2. low voltage implies dense scar
3. Isthmus/es defined by entrainment are valid and accurate
4. Current mapping tools are enough to determine barriers forming channels during reenrant VT.
Dependence of bipolar voltage on conduction velocity and angle of incidence
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Conclusion

• 1. VT post MI carry long term poor outcome
• 2. First line of therapy is ICD
• 3. Addressing VT ablation early
• 4. Assess if VT hemodynamically stable or not
• 5. using multiple mapping techniques utilizing 3 D mapping for best outcome
• 6. Still acute success rate around 75% with 2 year recurrence rate around 50%.

• Still room to improve